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 The film was produced by Mahesh Narayanan, who also served as its director of photography. The film was selected as the opening film at the 64th International Film Festival of India (IFFI) on the festival's first-ever opening day. The film was released on 6 December 2014 in all major languages and released in the United States in August 2015. The director has already announced plans to make a
sequel which will also have a different cast and characters. Synopsis This is the story of two friends, Patil Vindu and Lijo Thomas who grow up in a small town. Both of them are very similar in nature and temperament. The film revolves around the theme of the friendships in a small town and how they stay and work together with all the obstacles in their lives. Patil who is from a middle class family

works in a gym as a fitness instructor and Lijo, who comes from a rich family, works in a hotel and runs a dog show. Their friendship forms an essential part of the story. This is the story of a young man, Lijo Thomas, who lives in a small village in Kannur, Kerala. He is very passionate about the dog show and his dream is to win the championship for the year. His best friend, Patil Vindu, is the
narrator of the story, who is a former semi-pro athlete, but is unable to make a living as a sportsperson and is constantly struggling to make ends meet. This is the story of Lijo Thomas who is living in a small village in Kannur, Kerala. He is very passionate about the dog show and his dream is to win the championship for the year. His best friend, Patil Vindu, is the narrator of the story, who is a former
semi-pro athlete, but is unable to make a living as a sportsperson and is constantly struggling to make ends meet. Cast Anoop Rubens as Lijo Thomas Jishnu Ravikumar as Patil Vindu Ashok as Ratheesh/Arunan Biju Menon as V.V.Vijayan Akhil as Thomas Vinayan as Sreeni Bhagath Manuel as Bello Joy Mathew as Kunjunni Innocent as Alex Nijam as Manu Anjali Menon as Annapoorna Biju Menon

as Anthony V.V. Vijayan Baburaj as Jay 82157476af
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